The Conrad Prebys Foundation Name

The Conrad Prebys Foundation brand starts with our name. Consistency in how we refer to the foundation’s name strengthens our brand and provides clear reference for our audiences. The preferred name is “The Conrad Prebys Foundation.”

“The Conrad Prebys Foundation” must be used on first reference. On second and subsequent reference, “the foundation” may be used. The name should never appear simply as “Prebys Foundation,” nor should an acronym, such as “TCPF” be used.

Additionally, when referring to Conrad Prebys, please use “Conrad Prebys” on first reference and “Mr. Prebys” on second reference. Avoid using “Conrad” alone, except for in direct quotes.

Logo

Grantees may use the foundation logo or any copyrighted materials only as provided for any press materials, webpages, social media, emails and donor materials. To use the logo on signage, plaques, or execute naming rights for capital projects, matching campaigns, specific programming, scholarships, etc., the intended use must be submitted in writing in advance to the foundation for review and revision.

The Conrad Prebys Foundation logo should not be replicated through typesetting. Do not recreate or modify the logo in anyway.

Clear space and size: Please allow for open space surrounding the logo placement. In all print applications, the logo should be no less than .25” tall.

Logo preference: The Conrad Prebys Foundation typically uses the “Original on Transparent” version of the logo, but the supplied alternate logos can be used where it works best with a specific design.

Please note that the foundation logo is evolving, and we may provide you with updated variations in the future.

MINIMUM SIZE REQUIREMENTS AND CLEAR SPACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE CONRAD PREBYS FOUNDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLEAR SPACE = 75% OF HEIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIMUM SIZE = .25”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Conrad Prebys Foundation logos are available for download in the Grant Communications Toolkit.
Colors

The Conrad Prebys Foundation color palate includes the following:

Website: https://www.prebysfdn.org/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-conrad-prebys-foundation/